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PRIMARY CONTACTS

In an ever-changing legal and business environment, 
Morgan Lewis remains committed to providing 
creative, sophisticated solutions for our clients. 
Recognizing that clients often need an extra set 
of hands, assistance with a last-minute project, 
or administrative support, we are here to help 
with ML LawPath. 

ML LawPath is a comprehensive program that combines substantive 
law firm experience with practical, hands-on training and professional 
development opportunities. ML LawPath participants are legal practice 
assistants (LPAs) selected from a diverse and competitive talent pool 
representing the best of the best. Our LPAs directly support Morgan 
Lewis partners, associates, and legal staff as they provide elite, 
exceptional client service. We continuously build on ML LawPath by 
regularly adding highly qualified LPAs to our team. 

Through ML LawPath, our LPAs are available to assist on a variety 
of client matters in a number of ways. Each LPA possesses a diverse 
background, skill set, and subject matter expertise. Within our labor 
and employment practice, for example, ML LawPath LPAs have assisted 
on dozens of client matters, ranging from COVID-19-specific surveys 
to document execution supervision.
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• Tracking cases filed against a client, coordinating with   
 Morgan Lewis lawyers for status updates on those cases,   
 and compiling that information to share with in-house   
 counsel and Morgan Lewis lawyers in advance of recurring   
 status calls

• Communicating with in-house paralegals and other legal   
 support staff on our shared client/Morgan Lewis File   
 Transfer site

• Accessing client data to pull personnel files for new cases   
 and reviewing personnel hierarchy for litigation holds   

• Assisting with drafts of motions, briefs, demand letters,  
 and other litigation-related documents

• Preparing client webinars

• Presenting during client trainings and meetings

• Tracking and managing complaints

ML LAWPATH PROJECTS

ML LawPath is ready to assist on the following types of projects:

• Creating and maintaining organizational tools and templates

• Maintaining compliance status reports

• Responding to on-site client requests

• Creating fact chronologies

• Tracking updates on federal, state, and local regulations

• Cite checking

• Analyzing documents

• Assisting with trial preparation

• Serving in a support capacity on investigations and interviews

• Assisting with deposition outlines

• Creating closing binders and checklists

• Attending court proceedings and transcribing court calls

• Reviewing and editing motions and briefs

Our LPAs are available for these projects and more, working from either our client’s office, remotely from a 
Morgan Lewis office, or a combination thereof.

FEE ARRANGEMENT

ML LawPath services are priced in a variety of ways. Speak with a client representative to learn more about how 
ML LawPath can help.
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